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a b s t r a c t

Objective: The mechanisms by which smoking and hypertension lead to increased incidence of intracranial
aneurysm (IA) formation remain poorly understood. The current study investigates the effects of these
risk factors on wall shear stress (WSS) and oscillatory shear index (OSI) at the site of IA initiation.
Methods: Two (n = 2) IAs from two patients with history of smoking and hypertension were artificially
removed with the help of software @neuFuse (Supercomputing Solutions®, Bologna, Italy) and the vessel
geometry reconstructed to mimic the condition prior to IA formation. Two computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) analyses were performed on each data-set by using in turn the normal physiological values of blood
viscosity (BV), and high BV values specific to smoking and hypertension, obtained from literature.
Results: At normal BV, high WSS (>15 Pa) was observed at the site of IA initiation in both patients. When BV
ypertension
nitiation
ntracranial aneurysm
moking
all shear stress (WSS)

scillatory shear index (OSI)

values specific to smoking and hypertension were used, both the areas affected by high WSS (>15 Pa) and
the maximum WSS were increased whilst the magnitude and distribution of OSI showed no significant
change.
Conclusions: Long-term exposure to high WSS may result in an increased risk of IA development. An
incremental increase in areas of high WSS observed secondary to smoking and hypertension may indicate
a further increase in the risk of IA initiation. Interestingly, the relationship between BV and the area of

near,
increased WSS was not li

. Introduction

Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) remains a major
ause of morbidity and mortality in neurosurgical patients [34,51].
moking and hypertension are well-established risk factors in IA

ormation [6,16,35,38,40]. However, their roles in the mechanisms
hat regulate aneurysm formation are poorly understood and are
ssentially limited to their statistical associations.

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Neurosurgery, Royal Hallamshire Hos-
ital, Glossop Road, Sheffield S10 2JF, UK. Tel.: +44 114 2712180;
ax: +44 114 2713314.

E-mail address: neurosurgery2007@gmail.com (P.K. Singh).

303-8467/$ – see front matter. Crown Copyright © 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V. All ri
oi:10.1016/j.clineuro.2009.12.018
reflecting the need for patient-specific CFD analysis.
Crown Copyright © 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Recent evidence indicates WSS and OSI as important underly-
ing hemodynamic factors in IA formation [9,11,24,49]. One of the
important parameters influencing WSS is blood viscosity, which
in turn is influenced by smoking and hypertension [17,41]. The
current study employs CFD to predict the effect of smoking and
hypertension on the WSS patterns at the site of IA initiation with
aim to explore the possible underlying mechanisms leading to their
formation.

2. Materials and methods
2.1.1. Study design and patients’ recruitment

The study was conducted jointly in the Departments of Neu-
rosurgery and Neuroradiology, Royal Hallamshire Hospital, and

ghts reserved.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03038467
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/clineuro
mailto:neurosurgery2007@gmail.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.clineuro.2009.12.018
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Table 1
Patients’ demography, clinical presentations of IAs included in the study, their management and the known risk factors.

Pt Age/sex Clinical presentation Ruptured/
unruptured

Management Location of IA Smoking Hypertension Other risk
factors

t term
t term
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1 45/M Asymptomatic Unruptured Observed L
2 45/F Asymptomatic Unruptured GDC embolization R

B: Pt, patient; GDC, Guglielmi detachable coils; Lt, left; Rt, right; ICA, internal caro

he Department of Cardiovascular Science, University of Sheffield,
heffield, UK. A total of two (n = 2) patients diagnosed with IAs
etween January 2004 and March 2009, were identified retrospec-
ively and recruited with appropriate consent and ethical approval.
n order to avoid age and sex bias both patients were selected from
he same age group (45 years) with one male and one female. Their
elevant demographic and clinical data are reported in Table 1.

.1.2. 3DRA acquisitions

Medical images were obtained using rotational acquisition in a
hilips® IntegrisTM Allura machine (Philips® Medical Systems, Best,
he Netherlands), producing 100 images in 6 s, with 5 ms exposure
er image. Voxel size in the reconstructed 3D images was 121 �m
ith reconstruction matrix 512 × 512 × 512.

.1.3. Numerical 3D model

@neuFuse, the computational tool-chain developed within the
U project @neurIST was used to reconstruct vessel and aneurysmal
eometries. Vessel triangular surfaces were reconstructed using a
hreshold iso-surface extraction tool, based on the marching cubes
lgorithm developed by Lorensen and Cline [42]. The removal of
As was performed with the help of software @neuFuse. In order to

ark the location of the IA in the parent artery after its removal, the
mage with IA in situ was superimposed over the image where the
A was removed. This step was done during the post-processing of
ata with the help of software ANSYS®-CFX PostprocessTM. A vir-
ual marker (a sphere) was placed at the location of IA in the parent
essel from where the IA was removed. Now the first image (image
ith IA intact) was taken out and the location of IA (as localized by

he virtual marker) was displayed by the arrows. Understanding the
mportance of the issue authors have used exactly the same views
or comparing the hemodynamic indices with and without intracra-
ial aneurysms, so that the readers can make out the location of IAs
asily in the view where there no IAs are present.

Volumetric meshes were generated using ANSYS® ICEMTM CFD
1.0 (Ansys®, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) based on the octree
pproach. The mesh was refined at the wall (using prismatic
lements) for more accurate computation of WSS and OSI. For

omputational efficiency a progressively coarser mesh was used
owards the vessel axis. Tetrahedral elements were used for the
iscretization of the domain core, with three layers of prismatic
lements adjacent to the wall, thus ensuring accurate computation
f WSS and OSI. Element size and number were set according to

able 2
uantitative comparison of values of WSS and OSI obtained using two BVs; �typical and �

Patient-1

�typical �atypical

Area of WSS >15 Pa at aneurysm location (mm2) 1.24 1.42
Area of WSS >15 Pa in parent vessel (mm2) 7.01 8.24
Maximum WSS at aneurysm location (Pa) 21.3 22.2
Average WSS in parent vessel (Pa) 4.5 4.7
Area of OSI >0.01 at location (mm2) 0.83 0.79
Maximum OSI at location (mm2) 0.018 0.019

B: �typical , typical blood viscosity; �atypical , blood viscosity in smokers and hypertensive
inal ICA >60 cigarettes/day/25 years Poorly controlled None
inal ICA >40 cigarettes/day/22 years Controlled on medication None

tery.

the outcome of a mesh dependency study performed on similar
aneurysmal geometries [58]. In this study results were found to be
grid independent for meshes greater than 1700 el/mm3. In order
to maintain consistency across the meshes used for all geome-
tries, similar element density and the same wall element size and
maximum core element size were used in the discretization of the
domains.

The 3D transient Navier–Stokes equations were solved using
the finite-control-volume software, ANSYS®-CFXTM. In view of the
recent findings of [44] we used the ‘plug-flow’ or ‘flat’ velocity
profile at inlet instead of Womersley flow profile. The default
second-order high-resolution advection differencing scheme was
used. Blood was assumed to be incompressible, with density
� = 1060 kg/m3 and Newtonian, with viscosity �typical = 3.5 mPa s.
The effects of hypertension and smoking were modelled by increas-
ing BV values by 8.1% (�atypical = 3.78 mPa s) according to the
findings of de Simone et al. [17] and Price et al. [55]. Boundary con-
ditions (BCs) for the 3D models were provided in the form of typical
volumetric flow rate waveforms at inlet and pressure waveforms at
outlet. These were computed using the 1D circulation model devel-
oped by Reymond et al. [60]. The authors validated their model
and found that the predictions of this 1D model have good agree-
ment with the measurements performed in the real patient/healthy
volunteers.

3. Results

Values of WSS and OSI were time-averaged for one cardiac cycle
and a qualitative and quantitative comparison made for the two
BVs. WSS contours reported in Figs. 1 and 2, and the data reported
in Table 2, show that, in the case of both patients, the aneurysm
formed at a location where WSS was higher than the mean value
in the parent vessel. At physiological BV, the maximum WSS at
the site of IA initiation for patient-1 (21.3 Pa) was approximately
5 times higher than the mean value in the parent vessel (4.5 Pa).
Similarly, for patient-2, the maximum WSS at the initiation site
(56.5 Pa) was approximately 5 times higher than in the parent ves-
sel (12.1 Pa). OSI also followed the same trend with relatively higher
values at the sites of aneurysmal development for both patients,
compared to that in the respective parent vessel (Figs. 1 and 2

and Table 2). However, it must be noted that areas of relatively
high WSS and OSI were not exclusively limited to the sites of IA
formation.

The threshold value of 15 Pa for WSS used in the study was
chosen as an arbitrary limit to highlight the areas of relatively

atypical .

Patient-2

%Change �typical �atypical %Change

+14.5 0.67 0.68 +1.5
+17.5 148.8 160.0 +7.5

+4.2 56.54 58.73 +3.9
+4.4 12.12 12.68 +4.6
−5.3 0.21 0.22 +5.1
+2.1 0.21 0.20 −2.8

patients.
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ig. 1. Reconstructed geometry of the IA and surrounding vasculature for patient-1 (A). C
) are displayed. Arrows indicate the site of IA along the parent vessel before removal.

able 3
he literature-based evidence on the importance of WSS and OSI in the etiopathogenesis

Hemodynamic factors Intracranial aneurysm Propo

Initiation Growth Rupture

Wall shear stress (WSS) High Low Low Incre
produ
leads
Decre
synth
wall
Low W
prolif

Oscillatory shear index (OSI) High High High Dege

B: MMP-13, matrix metalloproteinases-13; NO, nitric oxide; iNOS, inducible-NO syntha
ontours of WSS (B and C) and OSI (D and E) for �typical (B and D) and �atypical (C and

of IAs.

sed mechanism(s) References

ased WSS increases the
ction of MMP-13 which in turn
to vessel wall damage

Boussel et al. [8], Fukuda et al. [22],
Gao et al. [24], Jou et al. [37], Malek et
al. [46], Meng et al. [47], Ujiie et al. [79]

ased WSS increases iNOS
esis NO induced damage to vessel

SS increases endothelial
eration and apoptosis
nerative changes in endothelium Glor et al. [25,26], Goubergrits et al.

[28], Mantha et al. [45]

se.
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ig. 2. Reconstructed geometry of the IA and surrounding vasculature for patient-2
) are displayed. Arrows indicate the site of IA along the parent vessel before remov

igher WSS where the IAs were initiated and to appreciate/quantify
he effects of changes in BV in smokers and hypertensives on

SS. Whereas it was possible to identify a threshold for infra-
hysiological WSS (<0.4 Pa) [46], no such values could be find

n the literature for supra-physiological WSS. An increase in
V, to represent the effects of smoking and hypertension, is
eflected in the values of WSS and OSI, reported in Table 2.
or patient-1 the area of high WSS (>15 Pa) increased by 17.5%,
hereas for patient-2 the increment was 7.5%. The maximum val-
es of WSS at initiation sites followed a similar trend, but the

ncrement was around 4% for both patients. Interestingly, the

ncrease in the value of WSS does not correlate linearly with
he increment in BV. Furthermore, from the data in Table 2, it
an be seen that changes in BV do not have a significant or
onsistent effect on the value of OSI at the site of aneurysmal
evelopment.
ontours of WSS (B and C) and OSI (D and E) for �typical (B and D) and �atypical (C and

4. Discussion

The exact etiopathogenesis of IA formation is poorly understood
[69]. Whilst there is some indication of a congenital link [19], IAs are
believed primarily to be acquired lesions [14,73]. Recent evidence
suggests a strong correlation between different hemodynamic fac-
tors and the etiopathogenesis of IAs [9,11,24,49]. In particular, a
number of studies suggest a link between aneurysmal initiation,
growth and rupture and the magnitude and distribution of WSS
and OSI (Table 3).
4.1. Wall shear stress (WSS)

WSS is a tangential frictional force exerted by flowing blood on
the arterial endothelium, and is proportional to the blood viscosity
and the velocity gradients. Mean arterial WSS has been suggested
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y Malek et al. to lie within the range of 1.5–2.0 Pa [46]. There is an
ncreasing body of literature suggesting that high WSS plays a role
n the initiation of IAs [9,11,24,27,49,63]. This is further supported
y the observation that IAs most frequently occur at bifurcations
nd arterial bends. These are regions which are exposed to con-
tantly high WSS [21,62].

A number of different mechanisms have been proposed to
xplain how WSS influences the natural history of an IA. It has
een established that the normal behaviour of arterial endothe-

ial cells (ECs) is regulated by hemodynamic shear stress. Sho et al.
71] observed that increased WSS stimulates ECs to produce matrix

etalloproteinase (MMP-13) which, in turn, leads to degeneration
f the internal elastic lamina. In 1993 Luscher and Tanner [43]
ound that the release of EC-derived growth and relaxation factor
EDRF—later recognised as nitric oxide) is shear stress dependent
nd is responsible for vascular remodelling. It has been demon-
trated by a number of workers [13,22,54] that WSS increases the
roduction of NO by the ECs by inducing an enzyme responsible
or its synthesis (iNOS, inducible nitric oxide synthase). Fukuda et
l. [22] found a high localization of iNOS at the site of IA formation,
n both rat and human arteries. They also demonstrated that iNOS
nhibitors such as Aminoguanidine and Batroxobin (DF-521) atten-
ate the early degenerative changes associated with IA formation.

he preventive effects of these drugs are thought to be mediated
y lowering BV and hence WSS [22]. They concluded that iNOS is
prerequisite for de novo development of IAs in cerebral vessels.

n 1995, Wang and Tarbell [81] showed that smooth muscle cells
SMCs) in arterial wall can also respond to WSS in intact arteries by

able 4
SS-induced vascular remodelling: an overview of some important mechanisms propose

Author/journal/year Proposed mechanism(s)/observations

Rossitti (Acta Radiol, 1998) [62],
Foutrakis et al. (Neurol Res, 1997)
[21]

IAs mostly occur at arterial bends and bifur
constantly to high WSS

Sho et al. (Exp Mol Pathol, 2002) [71] Increased WSS stimulates endothelial cells
matrix metalloproteinases (MMP-13)

Luscher and Tanner (Am J Hypertens,
1993) [43]

Release of endothelium derived EDRF is sh
dependent

Cooke et al. (Am J Physiol, 1990) [13],
Pohl et al. (Am J Physiol, 1991) [54],
Fukuda et al. (Circulation, 2000) [22]

WSS induces iNOS, an enzyme responsible

Fukuda et al. (Circulation, 2000) [22] Found high concentrations of iNOS at the s
formation, both in rat and human arteries

Fukuda et al. (Circulation, 2000) [22] iNOS inhibitors; Aminoguanidine and Batr
attenuate the early degenerative changes a
IA formation

Wang and Tarbell (J Biomech Eng,
1995) [81]

SMCs in arterial walls also respond to shea

Busse and Mulsch (FEBS Lett, 1990)
[10]

WSS activate the calcium ion-dependent e

Milner et al. (Proc Biol Sci, 1990) [48],
Pohl et al. (Am J Physiol, 1991) [54]

WSS also augments the release of adenosin
(ATP) and substance-P from ECs

Ando et al. (In Vitro Cell Dev Biol,
1988) [3]

High WSS leads to the hyperpolarization o
mobilizing the calcium ions from intracellu

Bhagyalakshmi and Frangos (Biochem
Biophys Res Commun, 1989) [4]

Hyperpolarization of ECs and mobilization
calcium is via activation of phospholipase-

Olesen et al. (Nature, 1988) [52] Hyperpolarization of the ECs and mobilizat
intracellular calcium is via activation of K+

Born and Palinski (Br J Exp Pathol,
1985) [7]

Identified presence of 3D mechanorecepto
the EC membrane, WSS acts on these mech
mechanically enhancing the interaction be
regulatory proteins and their targets

Resnick et al. (Proc Natl Acad Sci USA,
1993) [59]

Located a WSS-responsive element for iNO

Fukuda et al. (Circulation, 2000) [22] Both, the magnitude of WSS as well as the
exposure for the endothelium remain impo
determinants for the induction of iNOS

Wagner et al. (J Clin Invest, 1997) [80] Demonstrated that no iNOS was induced w
were exposed lower WSS (1.1–2.5 Pa) for s
(<24 h)

B: MMP-13, matrix metalloproteinases-13; NO, nitric oxide; iNOS, inducible-NO syntha
eurosurgery 112 (2010) 306–313

virtue of interstitial flow generated by transmural flow gradients,
further accentuating the vessel wall damage.

A number of authors have attempted to explain the mecha-
nisms linking WSS with EDRF/NO production. Experimental studies
conducted by Busse and Mulsch [10] revealed that WSS activates
calcium ion-dependent endothelial iNOS leading to its increased
production. Furthermore, WSS augments the release of adenosine
tri-phosphate (ATP) and substance-P from EC [48]. Increased con-
centrations of these two mediators are believed to enhance NO
production in a paracrine manner [54]. More directly, increased
WSS leads to hyperpolarization of the ECs by mobilizing the calcium
ions from intracellular stores in cultured ECs [3] probably via activa-
tion of phospholipase-C [4] and/or K+ channels [52]. Several authors
have attempted to explain the mechanism of WSS transduction
by the endothelium [7,54,58]. Born and Palinski [7] identified 3D
mechanoreceptors anchored to the endothelial membrane. They
hypothesized that WSS acts on these mechanoreceptors, mechani-
cally enhancing the interaction between regulatory proteins and
their targets [7]. Resnick and colleagues [59] located a WSS-
responsive element for iNOS on endothelial genes in 1993.

Table 4 gives an overview of the important mechanisms pro-
posed on the role of WSS in vascular remodelling.
between high WSS and initiation of IA. Maximum values of WSS
at the site of aneurysm formation were approximately 5 times
higher than the mean values observed in the parent vessels, in both
patients (Table 2).

d.

Implications

cations exposed High WSS can be a possible culprit in the development of
IAs

to produce Degeneration of the arterial internal elastic lamina by
MMP-13

ear stress Vascular remodelling by WSS

for NO synthesis Increased production of NO in the endothelium, EC injury

ite of IA Levels of iNOS correlate with IA initiation

oxobin (DF-521)
ssociated with

Aminoguanidine and Batroxobin (DF-521) have preventive
effects on IA formation by lowering WSS

r stress WSS induced vessel wall damage can extend to SMCs

ndothelial iNOS WSS increases the synthesis of iNOS

e tri-phosphate These two mediators increase EDRF production in a
paracrine manner

f the ECs by
lar stores

EC damage

of intracellular
C

EC damage

ion of
channels

EC damage

rs anchored to
anoreceptors,
tween

Link is established on how WSS transduces signals to ECs

S on EC genes Role of WSS in EC damage

duration of
rtant

Duration and magnitude of WSS play important role in IA
formation

hen the SMCs
horter durations

Chronic and significant exposure of WSS are required for
the initiation of IAs

se; EC, endothelial cells.
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.2. Oscillatory shear index (OSI)

The OSI is a measure of the oscillatory nature of shear forces
25,26,28,44]. This index, which has a range of between 0 and 0.5,
epresents the fraction of the cardiac cycle over which the instan-
aneous shear force vector forms an angle greater than 90◦ to the
ime-average direction of the same force. Consistently high values
f OSI have been associated with EC dysfunction [33] and changes
n cell structure secondary to cyclic mechanical stress have been
emonstrated by Wang and Tarbell [81] reporting disruption of the
ctin cytoskeleton of ECs.

Glor et al. propose that an OSI of 0.2 represents a threshold value
bove which endothelial damage is initiated [25,26]. Damage to ECs
roduced by high OSI may contribute in IA formation. Areas of rel-
tively high OSI predicted at the site of aneurysm formation for
atient-2 in our CFD simulations support such theories; the maxi-
um values observed approached the threshold value of OSI (0.2)

dentified in the literature. In contrast, for patient-1, the OSI at the
ite of IA initiation fell well below the threshold. This may indicate
less significant role for OSI in IA formation, at least in the case of

his particular patient.
Whilst, for both patients, areas of high WSS and OSI were located

rimarily at the bifurcations where the two IAs were observed,
reas of high value for these indices were also predicted at other
ites in the parent vessels. This raises a further question; why are
hese other critical areas unaffected? One explanation is that, in
ddition to the key hemodynamic triggers, IA initiation is gov-
rned by many other factors including amongst others; smoking,
ypertension, genetics, polycystic kidney disease, Ehlers–Danlos
yndrome, Marfans’s syndrome, etc. In addition, the possibility of de
ovo IA formation in these patients in other locations in the future
annot be excluded without a long-term follow-up.

.3. Role of smoking and hypertension in the IA formation

Smoking and hypertension are two well-established risk fac-
ors for IA formation. A number of clinical studies have highlighted
he strong association between smoking [2,6,57,63,67] and hyper-
ension [35,65,72,76,77] and de novo IA formation. Indeed, both
isk factors also correlate with the presence of multiple IAs
18,38,53,57,61]. Experimental studies, where IA has been induced
y hypertension, confirm these findings [30–32,39,40,50,56,75].
urthermore, autopsy studies conducted to assess the relation-
hip between the IA formation and hypertension demonstrate even
tronger correlations [12,15,16,66,78].

Whilst being well-established risk factors for IA formation,
he exact mechanisms by which smoking and hypertension lead
o increased IA formation remain controversial [35]. A num-
er of explanations have been offered including; endothelial cell

njury, occlusion of vasa vasorum and disturbances in the syn-
hesis of elastin and collagen [35]. It has been proposed that
rotease/protease-inhibitor factor imbalance is a factor in smok-
rs and a quantitative deficiency of alpha-1-antitrypsin has been
eported both in patients with SAH and in smokers [23,68,74].
lpha-1-antitrypsin is an inhibitor of elastase, a proteolytic enzyme
hich enhances collagen catabolism. This link is not supported uni-

ersally; Sakai et al. [64] attribute the increased plasma protease
evels found in patients with IAs to leucocytosis after SAH thus
isputing the significance of plasma protease/protease-inhibitor

mbalance as a marker for IA formation. Another hypothesis sug-
ests that IA formation is a part of a vascular degenerative process

imilar to atherosclerosis and that smoking leads to IA initiation by
acilitating this process [1,29].

One widely recognised effect of smoking and hypertension is an
ncrease in BV [17,55]. We propose that the missing link between
hese risk factors and increased IA formation is via high WSS sec-
eurosurgery 112 (2010) 306–313 311

ondary to an increase in BV. This hypothesis is supported by our
findings which show an increase in the area of vessel wall subject
to high WSS and elevated maximum values of WSS coincident with
the IA initiation site for the two patients studied. For patient-1 both
qualitative (Fig. 1) and quantitative (Table 2) comparisons show
that increased BV results in a substantial increase in the maximum
WSS of 4.2%. The area of wall affected by very high WSS (>15 Pa), up
by 14.5% and 17.5% for the site of the IA and parent vessel respec-
tively. Similar trends were observed for patient-2 but the relative
differences were lower (Fig. 2 and Table 2).

There is strong evidence to indicate that induction of iNOS in ECs
is dependent on both the magnitude and duration of exposure to
WSS [22]. In an experimental study, Wagner et al. [80], found that
iNOS was not induced when the vessel walls were exposed to low
WSS (1.1–2.5 Pa) for short durations (<24 h). The study suggests
that the chances of IA development are increased if an artery is
exposed to high WSS on chronic basis. Both patients included in
our study were exposed to these two risk factors chronically for an
extended period (20–25 years). Long-term exposure to high WSS,
and the increase in the area of vessel wall affected, may have led to
EC damage in these patients and contributed to an increased risk
of IA development.

Changes in OSI at the sites of IAs were less marked than changes
in WSS, and had no consistent trend. Whilst OSI is not directly
dependent on BV, changes in hemodynamics resulting from altered
rheology may be reflected in the OSI. However the results indicate
its less significant dependency from the hemodynamic changes
secondary to altered BV.

It is important to note that our findings differ in some respects
from those reported for previous studies, based on similar method-
ology [44,70]. These sought to develop novel indices in an attempt
to link initiation with a hemodynamic trigger whilst indicating that
WSS was relatively low at the site of IA initiation. Shimogonya et
al. [70] reported a significant correlation between IA formation and
a self-proposed hemodynamic index which they termed the ‘gra-
dient oscillatory number’ (GON) and Mantha et al. [45] showed a
correlation between IA initiation and their newly proposed hemo-
dynamic index; aneurysm formation indicator (AFI). In considering
these results in the light of the current work, it is important to note
that Shimogonya et al. used a simplified geometry which may have
influenced their results. Furthermore, as there are bodies of liter-
ature associating low [8,11,37,46] and high [9,11,22,24,27,49,62]
WSS with endothelial dysfunction and the etiopathogenesis of
IA, it could be argued that both supra-physiological and infra-
physiological WSS lead to perturbance of normal EC behaviour. Our
findings agree with the majority of studies [9,11,22,24,27,49,62]
which support the role of high WSS in IA formation.

It is evident that the IA formation is likely to have a multi-
factorial etiology with hemodynamic factors acting as an important
cog in this process. Many factors are likely to act in parallel ren-
dering the vessel wall more susceptible to the effects of increased
pressure and WSS.

4.4. Limitations of the study

Before drawing any conclusions it is important to emphasise
that our study, in common with other CFD analyses, carries inher-
ent limitations associated with the assumptions necessary to create
the models. First, whilst very high quality images (3DRA) were used
to reconstruct the vessel geometries, these represent the volume of
the vessel occupied by contrast agent. If vessel filling with contrast

is incomplete this may generate errors in surface prediction. Unfor-
tunately, due to the limitations of current technology this remains
an unresolved problem. Second, the BCs used in the analyses were
obtained from a generic 1D circulation model and were not patient-
specific [60]. Here it is important to note that recent validation of
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his model against flow waveforms measured for young volunteers
ustify its use [60]. Third, despite being non-Newtonian, blood was
onsidered as a Newtonian fluid for the purposes of these analyses.
his assumption was based on the observations that, blood behaves
s a Newtonian fluid at the high shear-rates which apply at most
ites in the cerebral circulation (>100 s−1) [5], in particular in areas
oinciding with sites of IA formation. Fourth, the arterial wall was
onsidered rigid, neglecting wall motion, as this has been shown
o have a negligible effect on CFD predictions [20,36]. Finally, the
tudy was performed on a small cohort of two IAs. The work must
e considered as a preliminary study; analyses will be required for
significantly larger number of IAs before firm conclusions can be
rawn.

. Conclusions

The current study suggests that long-term exposure to high WSS
ay affect the behaviour of ECs leading, in turn, to an increased risk

f IA development. IA formation is likely to have a multi-factorial
tiology with hemodynamics acting as an important component
n the process. Increase in BV and hence WSS may be one of the
mportant underlying mechanisms responsible for the increased
ncidence of IA formation in smokers and hypertensive patients.
rends in OSI patterns were less significant, with no consistent
rend, and a less significant interdependency with BV. Interestingly,
he relationship between BV and the area of increased WSS was not
inear, reflecting the need for patient-specific CFD analysis.
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